
USEFUL INFORMATION 
ABOUT YOUR CHILD’S 
PHOTOGRAPHY SESSION


 

Thank you for selecting FireDog Photography to  for your photography needs. We have a few 
recommendations that will help ensure you get the most out of your session:


• Arrive promptly.  Arriving late may cut into the your session time. Try to arrive 15 minutes early.


• Children need more prep. Feed your little one(s) before the session.  And don’t underestimate 
a good nights sleep. Especially with newborns, be prepared to feed, sooth, and placate your 
baby.  Have several changes of clothes for wardrobe changes or in case of a blowout, and be 
cognizant of nap and feeding times when we plan your session.


•  Kids are unpredictable by nature.  Exercise patience as we get the best photos possible. We 
will embrace this to have a fun, relaxed, and enjoyable experience. And understand and accept 
that sometimes the youngest of us will call the shots. 

• Don’t overdo make-up.  We want your child’s natural beauty to shine.  This one is all about 
them. Too much makeup can be a distraction. We want the person looking at the photo to see 
your beautiful little one; not their makeup. Sometimes all you need is a little shine/reflection 
prevention. 


• Headshots require special consideration.  This is where we showcase your child as a model.     
Headshots can make or break a casting. Prepare your child for their close up and focus on their 
beautiful features. Basic colors that compliment complexion and features are preferred.  We 
welcome cute poses that compliment facial features. 

• Keep post processing to a minimum.  With headshot mainly, we want to keep post 
processing to a minimum to keep the natural photo as unaltered as possible. We can touch up 
boo-boos and owies because they heal eventually. But we want scouts to see what they are 
getting. The less they are surprised, the better.


• Keep it simple.  Wear solid colors in neutral to bright tones that will not draw attention away 
from our goal, showcasing your child.  

• Don’t stress.  As with any session,especially kids, we will do what it takes to capture what we 
need. Don’t worry about time, cost, location, composition, or processing. Your job is to tell us if 
you like it or if you are looking for something different.


Above all, let’s have some fun!


A moment is frozen in a photo or fades in a memory…
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